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Overview
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS) is a grouping
of five economies, consisting of approximately three billion people

(almost 43% of the world population). BRICS countries are expected
to contribute nearly half of all global gross domestic product growth
by 2020. BRICS countries have seen an impressive growth in

the legislative and institutional frameworks for implementing and
administering competition policy within BRICS countries including the
formation of multiple working groups addressing various topics across

multiple priority sectors. The current working groups are related to the
pharmaceuticals sector and food value chains.

On 12 and 13 November 2015, South Africa became host to the 4th

BRICS International Competition Conference held in Durban/eThekwini.

As Minister Patel of the Economic Development Department stated,

“The hosting of Conference is an opportunity to showcase the City and
its attractions, which will compete for your time with the intellectual

attractions of the Conference! BRICS is more than an annual meeting

of Heads of State: it is a network of technical, policy and research

activities, the sharing of governance experiences and growing
integration of economies”. The 1st Conference of BRIC (Brazil, Russia,

India, and China) competition authorities was held in Kazan, Russia on
1 September 2009, prior to South African membership to the bloc. In

2010, South Africa was invited to join the BRIC group and the group
was renamed BRICS (with the “S” standing for South Africa).

The 2nd Conference was hosted by China in Beijing on 20-22 September

2011. The 3rd Conference was hosted by India in New Delhi on 21-22
November 2013.

The 4th BRICS International Competition Conference was well attended

and received due publicity. It attracted over 40 speakers and over 500
delegates from across the globe including members of the South African

government, members of competition authorities from across the globe
and well-renowned law and economic practitioners such as the Nobel

Memorial Prize recipient, Joseph E. Stiglitz. Over 20 delegates from the
BRICS competition authorities were also in attendance and participated
in various sessions throughout the conference.

Moreover, as it was the first BRICS competition conference on African

soil, 30 delegates from the African continent were also in attendance
including 18 African competition authorities. The attendance of over
80 accredited media practitioners meant that the conference was well-

publicised across the country through all media fora such as television
broadcasting, national and regional newspaper publications and the

internet. This broad level of attendance is indicative of the collaborative
effort which went into hosting this successful conference.

The objective of the 4th BRICS Competition Conference was set again

by Minister Patel as, “This Conference has a BRICS bias, drawing
strongly on the policy, operational and intellectual capacity from Brazil,
Russia, India, China and South Africa.

BRICS
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It will look at critical issues that affect all our economies…” These

This however is not the only work product that came out of the

and inclusive growth, growth and innovation, competition in socially-

published by the Oxford University Press entitled, “Competition Policy

issues included the interface between competition policy and inequality
sensitive markets, abuse of dominance in domestic markets and public
interest considerations in competition policy.

This book therefore provides an outline, including a photographic

montage of the 4th BRICS International Competition Conference held in

Durban/eThekwini, South Africa.

Inkosi Albert Luthuli International Convention Centre:
Home of the 4th BRICS Competition Conference 2015
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conference. The Commission has also put together an academic book,
for the New Era: Insights from BRICS Countries” which encompasses
a number of perspectives of what competition law and policy mean in
BRICS nations.

Competition Policy for the
New Era: Insights from the
BRICS Countries

Competition law has expanded to more than 100 jurisdictions worldwide

by Tembinkosi Bonakele, Eleanor Fox, and Liberty Mncube

This volume, comprising a selection of papers from the 4th BRICS

with varying degrees of economic, social, and institutional development,

raising important questions as to what is the appropriate design of
competition law regimes and the interaction between competition law
and economic development.

International Competition Conference written by academic and
practising economists and lawyers from both developed and

developing countries, is distinctive in its focus on a broader view of
competition policy in BRICS and developing countries. It examines the

role competition, the application of broader public interest and national
interest concerns in the analysis and influence on developing country
competition authorities’ policy-making.

The contributors address topics such as:
-

a broad view of competition policy;

making markets work for the people as a post millennium
development goal;

some key issues concerning the further development of China’s
antimonopoly law;

remedies in BRICS countries;

public interest issues in cross-border mergers;

crafting creative remedies in food markets in South Africa;

what are African competition authorities doing to fight cartels?;

successes and challenges in the fight against cartels; and the
economics of antitrust sanctioning.

BRICS
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Foreword and Welcome
Remarks
Foreword by Minister Ebrahim Patel

Economic Development Department, Republic
of South Africa

activities, the sharing of governance experiences and growing
integration of economies.

BRICS is also an increasingly important voice in global economic

governance and coordination. The Conference is therefore a very
useful forum to reflect on our experiences on competition policies and
their relationship with out broader policy goals.

The five BRICS economies are all concerned with how best to promote
competitive, balanced and dynamic economies that help their societies

achieve national developmental goals. Competition policy has

increasingly come to the fore as an instrument to help achieve these
objectives.

Quite simply, a competitive economy is an economy where broad
economic participation is possible and not impeded. Broadening
participation is, in turn, an essential part of inclusive growth.

Where more people have jobs and entrepreneurial opportunities,
It is my great pleasure to welcome you to the 4th BRICS International

Competition Conference in the beautiful city of eThekwini, the major
economic hub in the south-eastern part of South Africa. It is also a big
tourism magnet for visitors from BRICS countries.

The hosting of the Conference is an opportunity to showcase the City

and its attractions, which will compete for your time with the intellectual
attractions of the Conference! BRICS is more than an annual meeting

of Heads of State: it is a network of technical, policy and research

incomes are more equally distributed the immense cooperative potential

of a society is then also harnessed towards innovation, creativity, and
knowledge transmission: in short, all the more intangible qualities which
we know are at the core of dynamic and resilient modern economies.

The opposite is equally true however; an economy where meaningful
participation remains limited to a privileged group of people and firms

is likely to remain highly unequal, and is likely to see a range of tensions
and conflicts which impede and corrode sustainable long-term growth.

BRICS
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This Conference has a BRICS bias, drawing strongly on the policy,

The South African competition authorities have attracted attention for

China and South Africa. It will look at critical issues that affect all our

matters.

operational and intellectual capacity from Brazil, Russia, India,
economies:
•

How competition policy interfaces with the policy challenges of

•

The connection between growth and innovation

•
•
•

inequality and inclusive growth

Competition in socially-sensitive markets

their work in highlighting the public interest dimensions of competition

Our use of public interest conditions in merger approval has

contributed to saving jobs, developing and deepening supply chains,
and supporting indigenous entrepreneurs who were excluded from the
mainstream economy under apartheid.

Addressing abuse of dominance in domestic markets

One result is that firms are also more likely to consider public interest

business development.

more effective work with the competition authorities to address public

Public interest considerations in areas such as jobs and small

Increasingly citizens require their governments to show how policy
promotes human development goals. Competition policy too is under

factors from the outset of a possible merger, which enables closer and
interest concerns, we hope to learn from the experience of other BRICS
countries on this important dimension.

scrutiny.

We have invited competition practitioners from other African countries

Not only should it tackle entrenched economic power and provide

national experiences. I look forward to the BRICS competition authorities

opportunity for new entrants, it must also clearly, not just implicitly,
demonstrate benefits for the state’s individual and consumer objectives.
South Africa is now celebrating 21 years of democracy. Within the

first five years of the new democratic order, the country revamped its

as was as from developed economies, to also gain insight into their
deepening their own collaboration with each other, not only through

exchange of ideas but also in dealing practically with the competition
challenges of a globalised world.

competition policies and introduced our new competition regime.

Finally, ideas matter greatly in the conduct of policy. This Conference is

We have made significant progress in many key areas of competition

information sharing, of generating new ideas that can shape innovation

policy. Through oversight of the Economic Development Department,

the competition authorities have stepped up their efforts to address

anti-competitive conduct and look carefully at proposed mergers and
acquisitions to ensure that competition is not compromised.
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a platform to develop a stronger work programme of joint research and
in the conduct of policy and the work of regulator.

Welcome Remarks By
Mr Tembinkosi Bonakele,
Commissioner
Competition Commission of the Republic of
South Africa

The theme for this year’s conference, “Competition and Inclusive
Growth,” is a relevant and topical one for BRICS countries. It prompts

us to explore the intersection between competition law and policy and

other economic development policy tools in order to determine how
these instruments can contribute towards the realization of inclusive
growth and shared prosperity.

This is an important issue for BRICS member countries, and other

developing countries, who share a similar socio-economic context

that is characterized by high levels of unemployment, inequality and
poverty.

The BRICS countries are uniquely placed to promote an approach to

competition regulation that recognises the specific needs and demands
of the developing world.
The

conference

is

bringing

together

competition

authorities,

practitioners, academics, policy makers, experts and other stakeholders
from developing and developed nations to debate these issues.

No conference is memorable without great speakers – we are grateful
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you all to Durban for the 4th
BRICS International Competition Conference. I extend a special

greeting to our colleagues from BRICS member countries who have
worked tirelessly with us in preparing for this conference.

to all the speakers who made themselves available for the conference,
including its associated events.

The biennial BRICS conference also contributes to strengthening the

links amongst BRICS countries in keeping with the decision of our
governments to form this geopolitical bloc.

BRICS
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The previous conferences, hosted by the Federal Antimonopoly
Services of Russia in 2009, the State Administration for Industry and

Commerce of the People’s Republic of China in 2011 and Competition

The conference will enable us to further explore the opportunities for
future cooperation.

Commission of India in 2013, laid a solid foundation for deepening

I hope that in addition to the conference you will find time to enjoy

enforcement.

“celebration” and the lovely province of KwaZulu-Natal.

cooperation amongst BRICS countries in competition regulation and
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the hospitality of this great city of Ethekwini – a Nguni word meaning

Welcome Remarks By
Mr Norman Manoim,
Chairperson

The new law ensured that the implementing agencies had clearly

Competition Tribunal of the Republic of South
Africa

issues in the same way, and sometimes not.

demarcated and differentiated tasks and each was independent of the
other. The Commission is the policeman and prosecutor, the Tribunal

the court of first instance and the Appeal Court, as its name suggests,
the court to which appeals from Tribunal decisions can be directed.

Each has developed its own character – sometimes they have seen

Substantive law has developed rapidly in all areas; while our
jurisprudence would not look unfamiliar to comparative lawyers from

other jurisdictions when viewing our approach to cartel liability or
abuse of dominance or merger standards, there are small pockets of
jurisprudence which are unique or different. For instance, in mergers

the public interest standard developed locally is not something
found in traditional jurisdictions. Nor is our approach to some issues

of mainstream doctrine, such as efficiency, a mere clone of other

jurisprudence. Rather, where appropriate, we have introduced local
variant to suit the demands and relevance of our economy, which
suffers from a traditional lack of competitiveness, high barriers to entry
and weak capital markets.
At the start of the new millennium South Africa implemented its revised

competition law – an ambitious project which changed the status quo
both in terms of the way the institutions functioned and the substantive
law they applied. The institutional reform has been the most profound
and the most effective.

It’s too soon to judge the success of the new institutions and their impact

on the wider economy, but one this is sure. Competition law and policy
has evolved from being an esoteric subject, the pre-occupation of the
few, to the mainstream and concern of many, from consumers, trade

unionists, small business entrepreneurs to the occupants of corporate
boardrooms.

BRICS
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Networking Cocktail Reception
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Conference Programme Overview
MONDAY, 9 NOVEMBER 2015
09H00 ONWARDS

Arrival, accreditation and registration of delegates

11H00 – 14H00

Tour of Durban and lunch

14H00 – 17H00

Registration of conference delegates

TUESDAY, 10 NOVEMBER 2015
08H00 ONWARDS

Arrival, accreditation and registration of delegates

09H30 – 14H00

Tour of Durban and lunch

09H45 – 17H45

Joint Workshop co-hosted by Competition Commission, CRESSE and University of KwaZulu-Natal

18H30 – 19H30

Cocktail reception

WEDNESDAY, 11 NOVEMBER 2015
08H00 ONWARDS

Arrival, accreditation and registration of delegates

08H30 – 16H30

9th Annual Competition Law, Economics and Policy Conference of the Competition
Commission and Tribunal of South Africa

18H30 – 22H00

BRICS welcome reception

THURSDAY, 12 NOVEMBER 2015
08H00 ONWARDS

Arrival and registration of delegates

09H00 – 18H00

BRICS International Competition Conference day 1

13H00 – 13H30

Press brieng

19H30 – 22H00

Cultural dinner

FRIDAY, 13 NOVEMBER 2015
09H00 – 16H00

BRICS International Competition Conference day 2

12H00 – 13H30

BRICS Press Brieng and FAS Gala lunch for BRICS delegates

17H00

Departure of delegates for safari

SATURDAY, 14 NOVEMBER 2015
Safari and return to Durban

05H00 – 16H00
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Discussions and Sessions
The two-day programme of the Conference encompassed 5 plenary

sessions and 3 parallel sessions. Below is a summary of the sessions
over the two days.

Plenary Sessions
Plenary Session 1, Opening ceremony
The panel members of this session encompassed:
•

Cllr James Nxumalo, His Worship the Mayor of eThekwini

•

Tembinkosi Bonakele, Commissioner, Competition Commission

•

•
•

Municipality, Republic of South Africa
of the Republic of South Africa

Michael Mabuyakhulu, MEC of Economic Development, Tourism
and Environmental Affairs, KwaZulu-Natal, Republic of South
Africa

Edward Senzo Mchunu, Premier of KwaZulu-Natal Provincial
Government, Republic of South Africa

Ebrahim Patel, Honourable Minister of the Economic
Development Department, Republic of South Africa

Cllr Nxumalo welcomed all dignitaries including Minister Ebrahim

Patel, Premier Senzo Mchunu, former Chief Justice of the Constitutional

Court of the Republic of South Africa Justice Sandile Ngcobo, Judge
President of the Competition Appeal Court of the Republic of South

Africa Dennis Davis, Deputy Minister of the Economic Development

Department of the Republic of South Africa Madala Masuku, MEC

of Economic Development, Tourism and Environmental Affairs in
KwaZulu-Natal Micheal Mabuyakhulu, Chairperson of the Portfolio

Committee on Economic Development of the National Assembly of the
Republic of South Africa Elsie Coleman, the Commissioner and Deputy

Commissioner of the Competition Commission of the Republic of South
Africa, members of the Competition Tribunal of the Republic of South
Africa and all heads competition authorities present.
BRICS
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Cllr Nxumalo noted that the competition conference was a forum for
BRICS countries to exchange views on issues of common interests
from the perspective of developing nations.

These included strategies to achieve competition and inclusive growth

through competition enforcement as well as sharing best practices and
experiences on competition enforcement within BRICS countries. Cllr

Nxumalo also noted that South Africa and Africa has benefited from

cooperation with BRICS member countries, including in the area of
trade.

Mr. Bonakele also welcomed all dignitaries including Professor Joseph

Stiglitz, Nobel Prize winner for Economics. Mr. Bonakele noted that the
BRICS competition conference is an important conference attracting
all practitioners and regulators within BRICS countries. The richness
and depth of the attendance would enable broad debate about BRICS
competition policy and enforcement within a global context.

Mr. Bonakele recalled that in New Delhi India 2 years ago, two issues
were placed before the BRICS competition conference; how to move
BRICS competition authorities beyond the biannual conference to give

practical expression to our desire for more cooperation and more work
to be done in order to understand the link between competition law and
inequality, poverty and unemployment.

BRICS competition authorities have engaged in these issues and

can be seen in the negotiations of memoranda of understanding, the
creation of the BRICS competition newsletter as well as the formation of
working groups in areas of common interest.
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Mr. Bonakele noted that BRICS countries are at the forefront in finding
solutions to socio-economic issues and competition policy. Therefore it

is important that BRICS countries need to be thought-leaders within the
context of competition and development.

MEC Mabuyakhulu noted that the BRICS competition conference was a
forum to share ideas and information on how to create economies which

encourage competition and foster shared growth. BRICS provides an
essential counterbalance to the global economic agenda working as

a collective to actively promote the activities of the developing world
given that our fates are inextricably linked.

The BRICS competition conference is a physical expression of what

the BRICS member countries are doing to share information and
best practices on how to create economies founded on the ethos
of encouraging competition for the benefit of all. BRICS competition
authorities must eliminate anticompetitive conduct in times of economic

slump given that it is likely that dominant firms will work hard to protect
market share including the use of anticompetitive conduct.

Therefore BRICS competition authorities should ensure that dominant
firms do not use their dominance to muscle out small market players

from the market. This is important given that small to medium firms
in developing economies are the biggest employers. Inclusive growth

should encompass the poor including through the lowering of prices
and innovation to benefit that demographic in developing economies.
This requires the pragmatic application of competition laws with a
global outlook but local practice.

The Premier following noting all the dignitaries welcomed everyone to

Durban which has a strategic port to the global economy. The Premier

noted that BRICS countries, within this forum, need to think about how
to craft technical expertise and deepen competition enforcement and

regulation. It is important that BRICS countries realistically grow their
economies within the global economy but must feel free to discuss
these amongst each other.

Therefore the discussion of BRICS policy convergence is important,
taking into account national nuances, also applicable on a global
scale. The economy needs to work for all, in the assessment of mergers

and acquisitions in the face of high barriers to entry and the role of

competition law as an instrument to promote the competitiveness of
small and medium sized firms.

The keynote speaker, Minister Patel welcomed all dignitaries from the

government of the Republic of South Africa and the heads of BRICS

competition authorities and others. Minister Patel noted the changes
in the global dispensation in the growth of technology and its role of

innovation as against its dispersion within developing economies with
skills imbalances.

The Minister noted that although this is a historical legacy, it does
not translate to a destiny. BRICS encompasses a new dispensation

of these countries’ need to develop a new way of thinking following
the 2007/8 financial crisis, in relation to new conditions to develop
new ideas and resources to chart a path of progress appropriate to
developing economies.

BRICS
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The

BRICS

competition

authorities

bring

competition

into

a

developmental sphere as distinct from the traditional competition
prescriptive. This conference brings together BRICS conversations

about industrialisation, higher education, agriculture, e-commerce, the
environment, narcotics and base erosion and profit shifting.

The engagement between BRICS countries extends beyond competition
cooperation to other forums including the establishment of the BRICS
Development Bank. Competition needs to have practical application

to ordinary citizens through lower pricing, innovation and job creation
as well as forming part of the broader developmental industrial policy
including inclusive growth and the eradication of inequality.

Therefore, competition is not an end in itself and BRICS needs to a
voice within the global dispensation. BRICS countries therefore need
to develop deep intellectual and practical cooperative tools amongst
themselves.

Plenary Session 1: Opening Ceremony
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Biography
Minister Ebrahim Patel

Minister of Economic Development, Ebrahim
Patel

His responsibilities in government include the Industrial Development

Corporation (IDC), the International Trade Administration Commission
(ITAC) and the competition authorities. He heads the Secretariat of the
Presidential Infrastructure Coordination Commission (PICC).

Career/ Memberships/ Positions/ Other
Activities
Mr Patel was active for many years in the anti-apartheid and labour
movements and in social dialogue institutions.

He headed the Southern African Clothing and Textile Workers Union

(SACTWU), which provided a range of services and social benefits to
workers and their families and built a significant stake in the economy
through its investment strategy.

He served on the governing body of the International Labour

Organisation (ILO) for a decade, in which capacity he was
spokesperson on employment and social policy for many years. He

Current Positions
Mr Ebrahim Patel is the Minister of Economic Development of the

Republic of South Africa; a position he has held since 11 May 2009,
and to which he was re-appointed on 26 May 2014.

The Ministry helps to coordinate and integrate economic policies
across government.

was one of the drafters of the ILO’s Declaration on Social Justice for a
Fair Globalisation in 2008 and a number of ILO policy documents and
instruments.

Locally, he led the labour team in the finalisation of a number of the

country’s labour laws, including the Labour Relations Act in 1995, as
well as key economic documents such as the Framework for South

Africa’s response to the International Economic Crisis, adopted by
Nedlac in February 2009.

BRICS
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His past board and council memberships include the National Economic

Development and Labour Council (NEDLAC), the Congress of South

African Trade Unions (COSATU), the SA Labour Research Institute,
the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitration (CCMA),

Biography
Minister Blade Nzimande

the Council of the University of Cape Town (UCT), the Financial and

Fiscal Commission (FFC) and Proudly South African. He served on the
Judicial Services Commission joint interview panel for appointments to
the Labour Court and the Labour Appeal Court.

He has edited three books, on social dialogue, worker rights and

African industrialisation. He studied at the Universities of the Western
Cape (UWC) and Cape Town (UCT). He worked in SALDRU, at the time
the Research Division of the UCT School of Economics.

Dr. BE Nzimande, better known as ‘Blade’, was born on 14 April 1958
in Pietermaritzburg, in a place known as KwaDambuza, some 15

kilometers from the city centre. He is the Minister of Higher Education
and Training appointed by President Jacob Zuma in 2009, and again in
2014. He also holds the position of the General Secretary of the South
African Communist Party (SACP) since 1998 to date.

He has also been a member of the ANC National Executive Committee
(NEC) since 1994 together with its National Working Committee (NWC)
between 1994 and 1997, and since 2007 to date.
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He holds a doctoral degree in philosophy from the then University
of Natal’s Sociology department, awarded in 1993, specializing in
Industrial and Labour Studies.

Biography
Deputy Minister Madala Masuku

Prior to his current position, Dr. Nzimande was a Member of Parliament

and the Chairperson of the Parliament’s Portfolio Committee on
Education in the democratic South Africa between 1994 and 1999.

Between 1989 and 1994 he held the position of Director: Education
Policy Unit at the University of Natal.

He was also a member of the National Education Union of South Africa

(NEUSA), the main forerunner to SADTU, the Union of Democratic

Universities Sta Associations of South Africa (UDUSA) and the National
Education Co-ordinating Committee (NECC), and served in many
NGOs supporting the mass and labour struggles in the 1980s.

Academic Qualications:
PhD in Industrial and Labour Studies (1993) - University of Natal (now

Current Positions

University of Natal BA (Hons) Industrial Psychology (1981) - University

Deputy Minister of Economic Development of the Republic of South

University of KwaZulu Natal) MA in Industrial Psychology (1982) of Natal BA (Majors Psychology and Public Administration, 1980) University of Zululand

Africa since 25 May 2014.

Career/ Memberships/ Positions/ Other
Activities
•

Member of the Executive Council under the Department of

•

Member of the Executive Council under the Department of Human

Finance in Mpumalanga.

Settlement in Mpumalanga.

BRICS
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•

Member of the Executive Council under the Department of

•

Served in the Provincial Executive Committee structure of the

•

Member of the Executive Council under the Department of Public

•

Currently a Member of the Central Committee of the SACP since

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs in Mpumalanga.
Works in Mpumalanga.

Member of the Executive Council under the Department of
Culture, Sports and Recreation in Mpumalanga.

Member of the Executive Council under the Department of
Agriculture and Land Administration in Mpumalanga.

Head of the Political Office in the Department of Agriculture and
Land Administration.

Head of Communication / Government Spokesperson in
Mpumalanga Provincial Government, Premier’s Office.

Premier’s Media Co-ordinator in Mpumalanga Provincial
Government from 1994-1995
Educator

Served as the organiser of the African National Congress Youth

League from 1993-1994, Developing a mobilisation, recruitment
strategy and membership systems management.

Business Manager for Youth Education Trust from 1990-1992
Mathematics and Science teacher from 1989-1990

Other Leadership Positions
•
•
•

Youth, Student and civil activist from 1986-1990

Provincial ANC Youth League Executive structures from 19911997

Provincial Executive Committee of the ANC from 1993-1999 and
from 2004-2012
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SACP from 1992-2007
2007

http://www.economic.gov.za/about-us/leadership/deputy-minister

Plenary Session 2, Competition, Economic
Development and Trade
The panel members of this session encompassed:

Judge Dennis Davis, Judge President of the Competition Appeal

Court of the Republic of South Africa was the moderator of this plenary
session.

•

Igor Artemiev, Head of the Federal Antimonopoly Service of the

The session covered a multiplicity of topics relating to competition,

•

Liu Junchen, Vice Minister for International Cooperation, State

recognised that overall, competition is an important tool in ensuring

China

grow and innovate.

•
•

Russian Federation

economic development and trade. In particular, the panel members

Administration for Industry and Commerce, People’s Republic of

economic development by forcing domestic markets to work efficiently,

S.L. Bunker, Member, Competition Commission of the Republic
of India

Madala Masuku, Deputy Minister of Economic Development,
Republic of South Africa

BRICS
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Broadly speaking, competition disciplines firms to utilise resources

efficiently by lowering costs, prices and increasing output to the benefit
of consumers. Therefore, in the long term, only the most efficient and

productive firms will remain in the market making the entire economy
competitive.

The panel recognised that this is an important policy issue of
developing economies. In particular, the panel touched on the subject
of how developing and open economies respond to the entry of

multinational firms and the likely impact of such entry on domestic firms
and consumers.

The competitiveness of national markets will determine the overall

competitiveness of the national economy within the global economy.

Efficient and competitive domestic firms will mean greater participation
in international trade and increase in foreign direct investment.

The role of competition authorities is therefore to regulate the functioning
of markets and recognising that a growing global economy also has

Importantly, whether or not competition policy has any role to play in what
is largely seen as an industrial policy issues rather than a competition
issues. The panel recognised that BRICS forms an important platform

to discuss and further develop BRICS-cooperative tools in order to
advance competition regulation and policy within the BRICS context.

implications, the biggest being tackling international cartels within a

Plenary Session 3, Public Interest Issues in
Competition

and cooperative mechanisms to deal with cross-border cartel activities.

The panel members of this session encompassed:

global context. This would mean the development of international tools

Notwithstanding the benefits of competition, the panel also discussed

•

the important policy issue that competition also has to work within a
developmental economy.

•

Therefore, competition policy needs to not only ensure that markets

•

function to the benefit of consumers but also that the economy
creates jobs, acutely aware of inequality and is inclusive, allowing

the participation of small businesses within the global economy and
competition from large multinational firms. Automation, operational
efficiencies and lowering costs cannot ignore the likely impact of
such approaches on jobs in developing economies which face large
unemployment and skills imbalances.
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•
•

Ren Airong, Director General, Competition Enforcement Bureau,
State Administration for Industry and Commerce, People’s
Republic of China

Norman Manoim, Chairperson, Competition Tribunal of South
Africa

Vassily Rudomino, Chairman, Non-Commercial Partnership

– Competition Support in Commonwealth Independent States,
Russian Federation

Eleanor Fox, Professor of Trade Regulation, New York University
School of Law, United States of America

Frederic Jenny, Chairman of the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development Competition Law and Policy
Committee

•

A. R. Bhana SC, Advocate, Maisels Group, Republic of South
Africa

Mr Hardin Ratshisusu, (then Acting) Deputy Commissioner,
Competition Commission of South Africa was the moderator of this
plenary session.

Public interest issues were identified as not only relevant to the
developing world but also for developed countries, for example
countries such as Canada and Ireland. The panel recognised that
public interest issues in competition regulation are important, taking
into account the historical dynamics of each country.

It was emphasised that public interest issues should not be one-size-

fits all. In the same vein, more developed and mature markets might not
require provisions for public interest.

For example, Brazil has removed its public interest provisions in relation
to competition regulation. The panel also acknowledged that sometimes

the assessment of public interest issues may lead to conflicting goals
by potentially overshadowing the competition assessment. This is more

so where there is a need to weigh up competition and public interest
issues and the process is not transparent.

It was recognised that public interest provisions have political and
social imperatives. Russia makes provision for the creation of national
champions that might be exempted from competition law. In addition,

public interest issues in Russia are determined and established by
the Constitution. Whilst recognising the importance of public interest

issues, the panel debated on whether public interest provisions should
form part of the competition laws or should be dealt with by other

government agencies. In debating this point, two views were advanced:
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•

Public interest provisions can be incorporated into the competition
laws only if the public interest issue is related directly to the

competition problem being considered by the authorities e.g.
employment in relation to a merger transaction; and/or
•

Public interest provisions should be dealt with separately from

The panel concluded the following in relation to improving the

assessment of public interest issues in relation to competition regulation:
•

the competition laws. This may be so in circumstances relating to

•

merger transactions involving foreign entities. By way of illustration,

•

which evaluate national security concerns arising from cross-

•

issues of national security which may sometimes be advanced in
Russia and the United States of America have separate entities
border mergers.
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Public interest assessments should be specific to the transaction

or competition concern in order to reduce over-bearing remedial
actions unrelated to the competition concern;

The process of assessing public interest issues should be
transparent;

The remedial action taken in relation to public interest issues
should be proportionate to the harm identified; and

The remedial action in relation to public interest concerns should
be capable of being administered

Plenary Session 4, Evolution and
Implementation of Competition Policy in
Socially Sensitive Markets

•

Igor Artemiev, Head, Federal Antimonopoly Service, Russian

•

S. L. Bunker, Member, Competition Commission of India,

The panel members of this session encompassed:

•

Federation

Republic of India

Shang Ming, Director General, Ministry of Commerce, People’s
Republic of China

•

Norman Manoim, Chairperson, Competition Tribunal of South

•

Paulo Burnier da Silveira, Commissioner, the Administrative

This session discussed various sectors in which BRICS member states

Tembinkosi Bonakele, Commissioner, Competition Commission

growth. In particular, the speakers recognised the need for BRICS

•

Africa

Council of Economic Defence, Federative Republic of Brazil

consider significant in order to engender competition and economic

of South Africa

competition authorities to develop broad-based working groups in
sectors referred to as “socially-sensitive” which include automotive,
pharmaceuticals, energy and food sectors.
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Mr. Shang Ming recognised the role that technology has to play in

The session recognised the importance of BRICS competition authorities

cannot stifle competition by creating artificial barriers to entry,

and economic growth. Further, in doing so, the BRICS competition

economic growth including the fact that intellectual property regulation

impacting on downstream players who may require access to patented
technologies in order to compete effectively.

sharing common sectors of interest in relation to competition regulation
authorities also recognised that effective regulatory intervention and
knowledge-sharing in these sectors will require cooperation in terms

of BRICS international competition regulation especially in relation to
cartel conduct.

BRICS heads of competition authorities and African Competition Forum delegates
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Plenary Session 5, Competition, Inequality and
Inclusive Growth
The panel members of this session encompassed:
•

•
•

Joseph Stiglitz, Professor of Economics, Columbia University,
United States of America

Joel Netshitenzhe, Executive Director, Mapungubwe Institute for
Strategic Reflection, Republic of South Africa

Frederic Jenny, Chairman of the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development Competition Law and Policy
Committee

•

Haroon Bhorat, Professor of Economics, University of Cape

•

Liu Xiaobin, Vice Chairman, National Development and Reform

Town, Republic of South Africa

Commission, People’s Republic of China

Mr. Blade Nzimande, Minister of Higher Education, the Republic of
South Africa was the moderator of this plenary session.

The panel discussed a broader view of competition policy. In particular

Professor Stiglitz noted that competition has been dominated by a
narrow view of economics focusing only on consumers and advocates

for a broader interest including workers, development and equality
especially in the global market.
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The narrow and broader views are complementary to one another in a
developmental competition regime. This requires rethinking traditional
economic tools and concepts and their application in competition

law. Industrial policy needs to support domestic competitive rivalry by
addressing issues related to barriers to entry such as financing.

Globalisation and international trade has in the long-run stunted
domestic rivalry and competition and in particular in relation to

developing nations. Competition is a process and should focus on
creating opportunities and recognise that some forms of competition

are not welfare enhancing but exploitative especially in the context of
“winner takes all.”

Entry of foreign firms with market power and equal treatment of such
firms by domestic competition authorities is a misnomer given that they

have different economic consequences such as the redistribution of
resources out of one jurisdiction to another. Given all of this, Professor
Stiglitz advocates for the use of new and more interventionist tools of
competition enforcement and policy.

This includes explicitly including development and the reduction of
inequality as a competition goal. Developing nations are at greater risk
of under-enforcement rather than over-enforcement in seeking to use
new tools.

Therefore BRICS forms a good platform to create a developmentally-

orientated cooperative framework on competition. Mr Netshitenzhe
commented that economics should be about the welfare of people and

how wealth and income are shared in the nation. Competition policy
should also be measured on how it promotes these principles.

Mr Netshitenzhe noted that rapid and high economic growth and the
reduction of poverty on a mass scale does not necessarily translate to
the reduction of inequality and these can be seen within BRICS nations.
Inequality is an important topic given that it has a direct impact on
social cohesion and in trying to sustain economic growth.

The role of competition policy needs to play a role in reducing the
cost of living of the poor. Competition policy can lead to the efficient

allocation of resources, the improvement of factor production and

consumer welfare. However, unregulated market power can lead to the
rise of the cost of living, retard economic growth and therefore have a
negative impact on inequality.

Competition policy should therefore focus on consumer welfare with
remedial action particularly focused on assisting the poor. Competition

policy should also deal with gaps in legislation especially in relation
to excessive pricing and the standard of proof. Competition policy-

makers also need to think about whether inequality should be expressly

Professor Stiglitz remarked in closing that nations need to think about
what fair competition means in a developing and emerging markets

and competition is a global public good and so there should be global
cooperation in competition enforcement.
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mentioned in competition legislation. In order to address these issues,
competition regulators need to have the necessary capacity.

Mr Jenny began by noting the distinction between competition policy,

a broader concept, and competition law enforcement. Mr Jenny
cautioned making bold conclusions about whether competition can
lead to growth and reduce inequality. The question is therefore how

to use competition policy and competition law enforcement to achieve
broader social goals.

The OECD has looked at the macro-economic effects of competition
and noted that from an innovation perspective, competition law has

to play a complementary role with other forms of protections such as
intellectual property in order to spur on innovation.

On poverty reduction, Mr Jenny noted that in the 1980s and 1990s
increased global trade also saw a fall in the number of people living

under the poverty line. Competition and inequality is a harder measure

but can be looked at in terms of consumer welfare, employment and
increased opportunities for entrepreneurs.

In fact competition can in the short to medium term lead to job losses

due to downscaling and automation. In order to have competition
policy working to decrease inequality, it is important to ensure that
the preconditions for a market economy are realised including the
protection of property rights and market infrastructures.

Competition law also needs to eliminate exemptions which work against

the poor including for export/import cartels. Competition authorities

need to prioritise enforcement efforts which impact directly on the poor
and simplify access to justice for all.
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Mr Jenny concluded by noting that competition policy is just but one

tool in addressing poverty and inequality. Professor Bhorat referred to
the emerging market growth trap which has seen South Africa’s per

capita growth levels only increase by 1% on average over twenty years

which is significantly lower than peer developing/emerging markets
group.

South Africa has seen a decline in mining growth and manufacturing
shown little growth. What has happened is that South Africa has now
become service-orientated with a missing middle.

Professor Bhorat noted that the determinants of South Africa’s growth
trajectory is as a result of the political economy of growth in promoting
big business, big government and big labour which has consumed all

rents. Industrial policy decisions has focused on growth led by minerals
and energy and not on employment creation.

This is reflected in investment patterns that have seen a rise in

investment in capital intensive sectors and a decline in investments

in labour intensive sectors. The impact of this can be seen in the
automotive sector and transport and especially ports.
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Signing of MOU
MOU between South Africa and Namibia

The signature of the MOU formalises a longstanding relationship of

On the sidelines of the BRICS conference, the Commission made

in investigations and enforcement proceedings, including service of

African Competition Regulator, in this case, the Namibian Competition

this signing, the Commission has concluded other MoUs with Russia,

cooperation and provides for “the fullest mutual assistance possible”

history by signing its first Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with an

process of companies and individuals if requested. Subsequent to

Commission.

Brazil, SADC, BRICS, DG-Comp (EU), Kenya and the Seychelles.
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Commissioner Tembinkosi Bonakele and Mr Mihe Gaomab ll, CEO of the Namibian Competition Commission sign the MOU
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African Competition Forum at
the BRICS Conference
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A profile on Nobel laureate:
Joseph E. Stiglitz
The 4th BRICS International Competition Conference was able to attract

renowned speakers and in this category the Commission was proud
to have one of the most influential economists of our time, Joseph E.
Stiglitz. A recipient of the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences

(2001) and the John Bates Clark Medal (1979), he participated in the

conference by giving a keynote address entitled “Towards a Broader
View of Competition Policy”.

The keynote address provided a global picture of the purpose, role
and evolution of competition regulation and policy. It advocated for

broadening the agenda and policy tools of competition regulation and
policy. Stiglitz concluded that deepening cooperation amongst BRICS

nations would be a step in creating a global competition framework and
create a developmentally-oriented competition regime which promotes
inclusive growth.

Stiglitz is an American economist and university professor at Columbia
University and former senior vice president and chief economist of the

World Bank and a former member and chairman of the (US president’s)
Council of Economic Advisers. In 2000, he founded the Initiative for

Policy Dialogue, a think tank on international development based at
Columbia University. Based on academic citations, he is the 4th most

influential economist in the world today, and in 2011 he was named by
Time magazine as one of the 100 most influential people in the world.
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He is the author of numerous books, his most recent being, “The

Great Divide: Unequal Societies and What We Can Do About Them”
(2015). Stiglitz is also a contributor to the academic book on the BRICS
perspective put together by the Commission.
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Parallel Sessions
Parallel Session 1, Research and Support
for Competition Policy: The role of BRICS
Academic Institutions
In the plenary sessions, Professor Stiglitz recognised that the role of
competition policy within BRICS and developing economies should
be geared towards broadly enhancing the ability of developing and

emerging countries to compete and to reflect new economic insights
and changes in economic structure.

These kinds of policy ideas can emerge within research institutions and
think tanks as recognized and undertaken by the Chinese model. It

was recognized that from a global perspective, China ranks 20 in the

top 100 think tanks and this represents an important opportunity for
BRICS nations to also set up these kinds of institutional capacity in
order to influence not only BRICS competition policy but also national
competition policy and global competition policy.

Moreover, the session recognized that policy-makers and academia

The session also recognized that BRICS regulators and academia

should collaborate and develop information sharing platforms and
setting the BRICS competition agenda in the broader BRICS bloc and
across institutions.

Parallel Session 2, Abuse of Dominance
Enforcement, State-Owned Enterprises and
Competition
This session asked whether state-owned dominant firms should be the

subject of different competition rules especially in relation to how to
account for investments and advantages conferred onto state-owned

entities. This subject was an important subject within the BRICS context

given that state-owned entities are still prevalent within the BRICS

nations. Various approaches to dealing with competition regulation
and state-owned entities were discussed including policy motivations
towards legislative reform.

Parallel Session 3, Competition, Growth and
Innovation

need to collaborate again in order to set the agenda for policy makers

This session focused on innovation and noted that there is no single

session noted that academia has to contribute to the discussion about

recognised that innovation may be a driver for economic growth. The

and how competition policy can improve efficiency and overall welfare.

the context of market participation, growth and consumer protection.

within the BRICS, national and global context. In particular, the

way to view innovation from a competition law perspective but

competition policy as a tool to improve economic and social welfare

rise in disruptive technologies gives rise to competition issues within
Competition should foster innovation of all market participants as well
as be to the overall benefit of consumers.
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Therefore competition authorities should exercise caution in intervening
in innovative market especially where the perception is that innovation
is evolving faster than competition tools.

However, competition regulators should be open to developing
equally innovative remedies in the face of anticompetitive conduct
as illustrated in the Republic of South Africa. Here the Competition

Tribunal imposed remedies, which amongst others, encompassed
a split of the telecommunication incumbent’s functions which the

sector regulator could not achieve notwithstanding the fast pace of

technological changes from fixed to mobile telecommunications and
currently wireless telecommunication.
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Local and International
Practitioners
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BRICS Joint Statement
We, the Heads of Competition Authorities of the Federative Republic

of Brazil, the Russian Federation, the Republic of India, the People’s

Republic of China and the Republic of South Africa, at a meeting on

13 November 2015 during the 4th BRICS International Competition

Conference in Durban, South Africa which was held under the theme
‘’Competition and Inclusive Growth’’:

Recognising, as set out in the Ufa Declaration of 9 July 2015, that

as BRICS countries are emerging markets and developing economies

which face similar challenges, it is important to continue in our joint
efforts aimed at improving competition law and policy enforcement

in order to achieve growth in our economies and the protection of
consumers;

Acknowledging that dialogue amongst the BRICS countries in the field

of competition policy and enforcement, based on mutual respect and
trust, is essential;

BRICS heads of competition authorities sign a joint declaration on future cooperation among them
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Further recognising that effective competition policy enforcement by

Agreed to activities under the proposed Memorandum of Understanding

strengthening of the cooperation and coordination between the BRICS

in respect of laws, rules and policies; joint participation in capacity

the BRICS countries requires, in the context of economic globalization,
competition authorities;

Agreed to conclude the Memorandum of Understanding in the field

to strengthen such cooperation through the sharing of best practices
building initiatives such as conferences and seminars; the conduct of
joint studies and coordination in enforcement proceedings.

of competition policy in order to strengthen the cooperation and
coordination between the BRICS Competition Authorities; and

BRICS
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Arts & Crafts
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Social Events

Durban is a natural paradise known for its gorgeous coastline of
sun-kissed beaches and subtropical climate, situated on the eastern

seaboard of Africa. The City is built around one of the busiest ports in
Africa and our people are our pride.

Whether you are here as a business delegate or a leisure traveller there
is a warm African flavour that will capture your heart forever.

The city focuses on providing visitors with a unique set of experiences

BRICS Welcome Cocktail Reception
UShaka Marine World

culture, urban lifestyle and scenic diversity. The City of Durban is an

UShaka has fast positioned itself as a key attraction on Durban’s

lifestyle, speckled with adventure activities, blessed with natural beauty

uniqueness. UShaka Marine World models itself as a water themed

that go beyond the beach and into the realm of Durban’s diverse

elegant, mature and ambitious city. It is a trendsetter in offering great

Golden Mile, offering a world of entertainment, excitement, fun and

and is an astonishingly liveable city.

park and boasts variety of attractions.
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The Commission and the eThekwini Municipality hosted two unique

A Durban based jazz band named Bryan Clark & Band with an

Ushaka Marine World offered deleates a tranquil escape overlooking

set a sophisticated tone for a memorable event.

social events at Ushaka Marine World and Moses Mabhida Stadium.
coral reefs, dolphins, turtles and tropical fish.

The Executive Mayor of eThekwini, His Worship Councillor James

Nxumalo was the guest speaker and offered an official welcome to all
in attendance.
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ensemble of bass drums, saxophone, trumpet and other instruments

UShaka Marine World offered delegates a tranquil escape overlooking

coral reefs, dolphins, turtles and tropical fish. A Durban based jazz
band with an ensemble of bass drums, saxophone, trumpet, and other
instruments set a sophisticated tone for a memorable event.
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Source a photo

Cultural Dinner at Moses
Mabhida
Moses Mabhida stadium was constructed as one of the hosts for the
2010 FIFA World Cup. The stadium is named after Moses Mabhida, a

former General Secretary of the South African Communist Party, who
helped to forge and maintain the powerful United Front that eventually
saw the creation of a democratic and non-racial South Africa.

Delegates were spoilt to a meal in full view of the multi-purpose worldclass sporting facility, Moses Mabhida stadium. Uniquely, the event’s

menu managed to capture a sensory experience with a fusion of South
African flavours.
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These social events provided a unique opportunity for BRICS member
states, along with representatives from other African and international

authorities, practitioners, academics, government and civil society, to
share knowledge and network.

Delegates got to experience Durban’s diverse culture through traditional

face painting and maskanda music. The Commission alongside the
MEC Mike Mabuyakhulu, and Premier of Kwaz-Zulu Natal Senzo
Mchunu co-hosted this event. The Honorable Ebrahim Patel, Minister
of Economic Development, Premier Mchunu and MEC Mabuyakhulu

were guest speakers for the evening. Delegates were entertained by
traditional zulu dancers, the maskandi group Phuzekhemisi and DJ
Tira.

BRICS
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Vote of Thanks
It was a great pleasure for South Africa to host the 4th BRICS International

Competition Conference and showcase Durban/eThwekini. The
conference proved a great success not only in showcasing our
beautiful country but also in setting the agenda of BRICS in relation to
the interface between competition policy and inequality and inclusive

growth, and innovation, competition in socially-sensitive markets, abuse

of dominance in domestic markets and public interest considerations in
competition policy. In today’s changing global environment the role of

BRICS will become greater in setting the political and economic global
agenda, alongside other emerging economies.

The competition authorities within BRICS continue to grow in strength
and contribute to the global competition law enforcement dispensation

and generate bodies of work geared towards their common experiences
and new realities of looking at old and new problems.

Thank you to all our friends and delegates from BRICS and around the
world who attended the 4th BRICS International Conference and made

it a success. Thank you also to the Competition Tribunal of South Africa
for its support, participation and partnership.

A special thank you to our partners:
National Government
•

Economic Development Department

•

Government Communication Information System

•
•

Department of International Relations and Cooperation
State Security Agency South Africa

Kwa-Zulu Natal Province
•

Senzo Mchunu, Premier

•

Michael Mabuyakhulu, MEC, Economic Develeopment & Toursim,

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cllr James Nxumalo, Mayor
KZN

SAPS

Metro Police

Provincial Hospital

KZN Convention Bureau
State Security Agency

eThekwini Municipality

Durban KwaZulu-Natal Convention Bureau

External Logistics

Showtime – Audio Visual Equipment

Onsite Insight – Simultaneous interpretation
Gateway Media – Conference Booklet
Relevant Media – Branding

African Skies – Photography

Farm Design – Décor, flowers and Furniture
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Local Conference Solutions a Cape Town-based Conference and
Corporate wholesale suppliers, and the beaded lanyards were made

entirely by hand and provide employment to local community projects
and beading groups from Khayelitsha.

Keabetswe Mojapelo		

Sunel Grimbeek

Laila Ncwana			

Themba Mathebula

Khalirendwe Ranenyeni		

Lee Langenhoven		
Louise Du Plessis			

Media Partners

Africa News Network7		
Power FM			

SABC Radio and Television

ENCA

Tiso Blackstar Group

Organising Committee (internal and external)
A special vote of thanks to the Commission’s team who worked tirelessly

Lydia Molefe			

Mandisa Mbele			
Martin Combrinck			

Suzan Nyamane

Thulani Mandiriza
Viresh Ranchod
Wendy Ndlovu

Yanelisekani Mfundisi
Yongama Njisane

Economic Development Department
Portia Raphasha

Tanya Van Meelis

in order to ensure that the 4th BRICS International Competition

Durban KwaZulu-Natal Convention Bureau

Abram Tiro 			

A final thanks to members of the Commission’s staff who put this book

Conference was a great success.

Alex Kuhn 			
Arthur Mahuma			
Boitumelo Moate			
Brenda Maseko			
Cheneal Cowin			
Dr Liberty Mncube 		
Edward Makola			

Elizabeth Hlatshwayo		
Freda Mathaba			
Itebogeng Palare			
Itumeleng Lesofe			

Katerina Barzeva			
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Molatlhegi Kgauwe
Moranye Phala
Nolu Golimpi

Nompumelelo Malenga
Nomsa Zilindile

Sonto Mayise

together, Amanda Mfuphi, Layne Quilliam, Itebogeng Palare, Lydia
Molefe and Temosho Sekgobela.

2017 is upon us and we look forward to the 5th BRICS Competition

Nonjabulo Sambo

Conference in Brasilia, Brazil where we shall all meet again.

Pontsho Mathebula

Mr. Hardin Ratshisusu

Nonkululeko Moeketsi
Qhawe Mahlalela
Raksha Darji

Regina Monyakeni
Rhime Letsoalo
Ricky Mann

Deputy Commissioner
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